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Girl pees her pants

YouTube/Sadie RobertsonSadie Robertson may have hung up her dancing shoes dancing with Dancing with the Stars ballroom, but that doesn't stop her from busting the move from time to time. Thanks to social media, Sadie continued to show off some of her skills that she learned while competing for
the 19th season of the ballroom contest show. She and her boyfriend, Laney, decided to pay tribute to the funny Tina Fey and Amy Poehler movie Sisters by performing their dance routine from the movie. Robertson knew how crazy and funny their dance moves were, sending her a fit of laughter. She
laughed so hard that she actually went to the bathroom a bit right there in front of us! I peed, you can hear her shriek between laughs. After jogging to the toilet to clean up, she came out saying, I straight up peed my pants! What she didn't understand was that her boyfriend never stopped the camera, so
it caught everything she just said! She ran to turn it off, still laughing, and even though it could be seen as an embarrassing moment, she posted a video on her YouTube channel for everyone to see. Watch the hysterical video below. If you liked this video, GET EMAIL UPDATES (IT'S FREE) Source:
Instagram/em_careyThe The first time Emma Carey wet her pants, she was incredibly embarrassed, refusing to leave the house in fear people would find out. The 25-year-old is known as the girl who fell from the sky after a horrific skydiving accident in 2013 left her paralyzed from a severe spinal cord
injury. After years of surgery and physiotherapy, Emma has made a miraculous recovery and, despite the prospect of being able to walk again – something she has been blogging about in the years since her accident. However, Emma still lives with several long-lasting effects from her injuries, one of
which is, completely free with both my bladder and intestines. Overcoming the shame she felt about it, Emma recently shared her daily experience of living with incontinence on her Instagram page, where she is widely praised. My bladder can only be 100ml before it leaks. It's less than half a cup of fluid,
so as you can probably imagine, it means I'm peeing myself literally non-stop. She continued to spread a empowering message to help others overcome their shortcomings, urging them to stop worrying about what people think of them. Just because we've grown up to believe that some things are taboo
or shouldn't talk about doesn't mean they are. Just because people think you should feel uncomfortable about something doesn't mean you need to. Just because people would judge you on a particular case doesn't mean that you need care, She encouraged. Since the accident, Emma has become a
beacon of hope, passionately raising awareness of the effects of spinal cord injuries and other disabilities helping others cope with them. You can read more of emma's story and recovery here. Follow us on Instagram and Facebook for stand-off inspiration delivered fresh to your food every day. For
Twitter updates, follow @YahooStyleUK. Read more from Yahoo Style UK: Diverse bikini photo shoot is empowering the message Women bare mastectomy scars to increase breast cancer awareness We share a photo of the stomach four days after giving birth to Big-name IPOs DoorDash Inc. (NYSE:
DASH) and Airbnb, Inc. (NASDAQ: AB) got off to a volatile start in the market this week. Some investors believe that these two growth stocks are just getting started, while others are skeptical about the stock's massive valuations. Buffett On Uber: Berkshire Hathaway Inc. (NYSE: BRK-A) (NYSE: BRK-B)
CEO and legendary Wall Street investor Warren Buffett has not weighed in on DoorDash and Airbnb in 2019, but he talked about another high-profile IPO for Uber Technologies Inc. In 54 years, I don't think Berkshire has ever bought a new issue, Buffett told CNBC. The idea to say the best place in the
world I could put my money is somewhere all the sales incentives are there, commissions are higher, animal spirits are growing, that it's going to be better than 1,000 other things I could buy where there is no similar enthusiasm... just doesn't make any sense. Related Link: Why it's unlikely Warren Buffett
actually invests in SnowflakeResist FOMO: The fear of missing out on the popular IPO may cloud investor judgement, leading them to make poor investment decisions, Buffett has said. Berkshire made headlines by investing in an IPO for Snowflake Inc. (NYSE: SNOW) earlier this year. Most Buffett
followers believe Berkshire portfolio managers Todd Combs or Ted Weschler — not Buffett himself — were responsible for snowflake buy. So far DoorDash and Airbnb IPOs have been huge successes, but Buffett also has some tips for investors who missed the opportunity to get cheap. Just because the
investment is going to help others doesn't mean it was a wise investment. You don't really have to worry about what's really going on in IpOs. People win lotteries every day, but there's no reason to let that affect [your investment strategy] at all, Buffett said in 2016. You don't want to get into a stupid game
just because it's available. Benzinga's Take: DoorDash and Airbnb are both extremely successful and popular companies. But just because you know and love a product or service doesn't mean that the company's stock makes a good investment at any price. Latest Ratings FOR ABNB
DateFirmActionFromTo Dec 2020BTIGInitiates Coverage OnNeutral Dec 2020Atlantic SharesInitiates Coverage OnOverweight View More Analyst Ratings ABNB See Latest Analyst RatingsSkat more from Benzinga * Click here to make opportunities for trades from Benzinga * How To Valuation
Airbnb*How to Valuation On the existing hotel sector (C) 2020 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. It's been up, up and away on the market since late September. Both nasdaq and S&amp;amp; The P 500 is trading at 3% of their recent record highs, after
counting daily fluctuations. It is a clear sign of a bullish mood among investors. And this bullish mood is finding fertile soil among Wall Street stock analysts who aren't hesitant to make buy-side calls. There are some indications that analysts are hedging their bets, however, as among recent Buy reviews
published, several also offer strong dividend returns. Return-minded investors can find a degree of security in high prolific equities. The advantage of such a fundamental defence strategy is obvious: stocks, which are now growing, will bring immediate benefits from the increase in the value of the shares,
while strong dividends will ensure a stable flow of income regardless of market conditions. Using the data available in the TipRanks database, we have put on three stocks with a high yield – from 7% to 9%. Even better, these stocks are considered strong buy by Wall Street analysts. Let's find out why.
Energy Transfer LP (ET)First up is Energy Transfer, the main name of the North American hydrocarbon midstream industry. The company's main asset network spans 38 states and connects three major oil and gas-producing regions– the Midwest-Appalachian and Texas-Oklahoma-Louisiana regions
along with North Dakota. Energy Transfer has smaller assets in the Colorado Rockies, Florida, and northern Alberta. These assets include natural gas and crude oil pipelines, terminals and storage tanks. ET's services are clear from the company's $18 billion market in rain and $54 billion in annual
revenue. This value, as well as the impact of the 2020 health and economic crises, are clear from the company's recent third quarter profit release. On the negative side, revenues were reduced by 26 % from a quarter ago and eps by 18 %. In absolute numbers, the top line came in at $9.96 million, while
the bottom line was reported at 30 cents per share. Both figures outperformed the forecasts by a wide margin. The resusable foresight was a positive remark. On the other hand, the company reported $400 million in cost savings annually, due to initiatives to control and streamline spending. Total long-
term debt remained stable at $54 million. At the end of October, in a statement, the energy transfer announced its Q3 dividend of 15.25 cents per total share. This was reduced by 50 % from previous payments and was implemented for a number of reasons. The main reason for these is freeing up money
for debt reduction. The reduction in dividends also maintains dividend yields in line with historical values (with shares set this year, the yield was increased), and current income level. The new dividend payment per year is 61 cents per share, and even after the decrease - gives a high yield of 8.8%.
Covering stocks at Raymond James, analyst Justin Jenkins noted: We still see ET's top-level integrated midstream footprint as a big positive, but the risks are high and will remain so. After all, we believe that the operating and long-term free cash flow generation (which will improve significantly in 2021)
will help ET differentiate itself into midstream space... ET's large valuation discount peers are unlikely to completely narrow in the near term, we see risk/reward as skewing positive in most scenarios. According to these comments, Jenkins rates ET Strong Buy, and his $9 price target shows that there is
room for a 26% increase next year. (To watch Jenkins' achievements, click here) Wall Street seems to have broad agreement with Jenkins, as ET shares maintain a Strong Buy rating from the analyst consensus. There have been 8 recent reviews, including 7 Buy and One Hold. The stock's $9.29
average price target is a little more bullish than Raymond James's position, which means ~31% upside potential from the $7.09 trading price. (See ET stock analysis for TipRanks) Omega Healthcare (OHI)REITs are often known for high-yield dividends because tax rules require these companies to return
the minimum percentage of profits back to investors. Omega Healthcare, a real estate investment trust, is no different from its peers in this regard, but it offers investors a twist. The company's portfolio consists of qualified care facilities and top-level housing, which is 83% to 17% by. The portfolio is
valued at more than $10 billion. It has a total of 957 facilities in 40 countries as well as the UK. In the top row, Omega reported a decline in Q3 revenue. The $119 million reported was down 53% consecutively and 16% over the years. That was bad news. Adjusted funds from operations (FFO), the
common metric used to judge REITs income levels, beat forecasts by 5%, coming in at 82 cents per share. In other positive comments this year, Omega has reportedly collected 99% of the rents due in each quarter of 2020, and successfully released, last October, $700 million for Senior Notes at 3.375%
and paid in 2031. The company's purpose is to use the funds raised to repay the existing debt on the one hand and, secondly, to cover the underlying activities. Omega currently pays a 67 cent dividend per share and is believed to have been stable for almost three years. The company has a 6-year
history of reliable dividend payments. The annual payment is $2.68 per share, making a profit of 7.1%. This company's performance, including reliable dividends, was prompted by JMP analyst Aaron Hecht's rate ohi beats (i.e. Buy). His $43 price target indicates a 14% upside over the next 12 months.
(To watch achievements, click here) Support your position, Hecht writes: We believe COVID-19 vaccine supplies will begin to arrive in the next two weeks and qualified care facilities for residents will be a priority based on vulnerability. We believe this is a major positive for OHI as the largest owner of a
qualified nursing facility in the United States. While OHI tenants usually perform well during a pandemic, an increase in demand would be a derisking event... We believe ohi deserves a small premium in its three years, pre-pandemic comps given demand for tailwinds. We're stock buyers... In the
meantime, OHI has a Strong Buy rating from the analyst consensus based on 8 reviews breaking down to 6 buys and 2 holds. Omega's share price has risen 28% since the first week of November, according to Q3 earnings. This has pushed the stock trading price to currently $37.69, just above the
$36.88 average price target. (See OHI stock analysis tipRanks) Owl Rock Capital Corporation (ORCC) Last but not least is Owl Rock Capital, a specialty financial company based in New York. Owl Rock operates in the mid-market financial sector, offering access to capital for mid-market companies to
make acquisitions, fund operations and recapitalise. The company's portfolio boasts $10.2 billion in total assets, 97% of which are top-level secured assets. Owl Rock is a current investment in 110 companies. Owl Rock's third quarter profit came just below expectations. EPS was 33 cents per share, up
3% consecutively and missing an estimate of 2 cents. The net asset value per share rose 1% in the quarter-over-quarter, from $14.52 at the end of June to $14.67 at the end of September. In a move to shore up liquidity, Owl Rock bids a public offer of $1 billion in 3.4% notes in the first week of December.
The issue needs to be understood in 2026 and provides the means to repay the existing debt in the revolving credit line and to finance general operations. Also in the first week of this month, Owl Creek confirmed that it is in discussions to acquire Dyal Capital. The move would combine The Pūwl Creek
direct lending platform with Dyal's access to equity solutions. Owl Creek is a regular stock dividend payment of 31 cents quarterly, which has been topped since May 2019 with a series of 6 special 8 cent dividend payments. When calculating profits with regular dividends, we find it at 9.6% based on an
annual rate of $1.24 for each total share. By comparison, the average dividend between S&amp;P-listed companies is 2%. The review here was written by Devin Ryan, a 5-star analyst with JMP Securities. Focusing on Dyal Capital's statement, Ryan noted: While it is important to distinguish between this
merger and not BDC directly, and ultimately we do not expect much change, we believe the deal could be orcc shareholders over time. We continue to view the orcc stock option as attractive because of: 1) strong credit performance and expectations; (2) a well-positioned balance sheet; 3) Increase in
profit as leverage moves to a target of 1.0x with 2H21; and 4) increase the yield profile of the portfolio with a larger combination of unitranche loans, the analyst concluded. To this end, Ryan rates Owl Creek shares outperform (i.e. Buy), and his $14.50 price target shows a 13% upside in the coming year.
(To watch Ryan's accomplishments, click here) Owl Creek's Strong Buy consensus rating is based on 6 reviews. They show a 5-1 split between buys and holds. Orcc is trading for $12.78, and its $13.90 average price target means ~9% upside down. (See ORCC stock analysis tipRanks) To find good
ideas for dividend stock trading for attractive reviews, visit TipRanks Best Stocks to Buy, a recently launched tool that combines all of TipRanks's own insights. Disclaimer: The views expressed in this article are only those featured by analysts. The content is for informational use only. It is very important
to carry out your analysis before making any investments. Investor's Business DailyPfizer coronavirus vaccine distribution begins. Elon Musk said Tesla's demand is a high-end problem. AMD and Shopify are close to buying. Seniors are watching out for property taxes, sales taxes and taxes on Social
Security.Nasdaq said on Friday it will remove shares of four Chinese construction and manufacturing companies from the indices it maintains in response to U.S. orders limiting the purchase of their shares. Securities that are not traded on the Nasdaq exchange will be excluded from the indices as of
December 21. A White House executive order last month prevented U.S. investors from buying securities for blacklisted companies starting in 2021. First of all, the list is Goal. Perhaps its dividend yield of 1.6% leaves something to be desired for most income investors, but rest assured because it is the
only one of the 15-year-, giving less than 2%. It's safe to say it hasn't been a great year for value investors. While the names of big technology, electric vehicles (ER) and other high-growth industries thrived in 2020, old school value stocks struggled to bounce back after the March crash. Many of these
stocks have now returned to pre-pandemic levels. But, some continue to languish on prices below where they traded at the beginning of the year. That said – although the widely distributed Covid-19 vaccine is still work-in-progress – a return to the old normal seems to be on the cards for 2021. As for the
value of the ceding hit by a pandemic, it means that the chance to jump back on it Highs. And stocks that cratered in March, but recovered with the rest of the year? They have the option of additional profits because their chances improve even more when we are in recovery mode. 8 Battery stocks that



Electric Vehicle Companies rely on for which value stocks belong to your radar in 2021? Any of these 1o names could be your ticket to a solid return in the new year: InvestorPlace – Stock Market News, Stock Advice &amp;amp; Trading Tips Cardinal Health (NYSE: CAH) DaVita (NYSE: DVA) Graham
Holdings (NYSE: GHC) HP (NYSE: HPQ) Kroger (NYSE: KR) 3M (NYSE: MMM) Altria (NYSE: MO) PPL Corporation (NYSE: PPL) Snap-On (NYSE: SNA) AT&amp;AMP; T (NYSE: T) Value Stocks to Buy: Cardinal Health (CAH) Source: Shutterstock First on my list of value stocks is Cardinal Health, a
pharmaceutical distributor with shares that are already close to pre-pandemic prices. However, CAH stocks remain of great value in the healthcare sector. Why? One reason for this is its low rating against its peers. With a forward price-to-profit ratio of 10.08 and an EV-EBITDA ratio of 10.31, Cardinal
Health sells at a small discount to some of its competitors. But that's not all. Last month, the company along with several other drug distributors settled with state and local litigators about its possible role in the opioid epidemic. With this negative headwind now out of the way, investors may be willing to
push the stock back to historic valuation levels. A few years ago, CAH shares commanded a price profit ratio of between 15 times and 20 times. In other words, there's ample room for additional gains, even shares are only a few dollars from a 52-week high. Due to its low estimate, its recent settlement
and significant upside potential from multiple expansions, you should keep Cardinal Health on your radar. DaVita (DVA) Source: APN Photography/Shutterstock.com Dialysis Center operator DaVita is on a tear this year. Shares have risen almost 48% from year to date (YTD), with the stock really taking
off after Election Day. But – even after its impressive run – it's still one of the best value stocks out there. Trading at 13.39 times the future price profit, the shares look worth it compared to the company's projected profit. With the demographic trend on the aging side of the population – plus its aggressive
use of stock buybacks – expect DaVita to show a steady profit growth rate for a long time. Couple that with its high profit margins and clear economic moat, it's easy to see why OSP stocks remain a key position in Warren Buffett's portfolio, too. Legendary investor Berkshire Hathaway (NYSE: BRK. A,
NYSE: BRK. B) may be best known for their stakes in Apple (NASDAQ: AAPL) and Coca-Cola (NYSE: KO), but a 30% stake in DVA makes it another major Berkshire farm, too. 7 Cyclic stocks likely to be solid again Treadmill on the head higher, add DaVita stock to your watch list. Graham Holdings
(GHC) Source: Shutterstock Graham Holdings may not be a household name when it comes to stock value. But, I'm sure you are familiar with your main subsidiary as well as its history. The company, formerly known as The Washington Post Company, adopted its current name when it sold its namesake
media property to Amazon (NASDAQ:AMZN) CEO Jeff Bezos in 2013. Although that deal took away some of the company's cache, what it left behind could be described as a treasure trove of values. What am I talking about? Namely, its leading Kaplan Education Department. Of course, this year the new
corona virus influenced the results of this segment. But with equities still down sharply from their pre-pandemic prices, Wall Street can gauge how quickly this high-margin business can bounce back. And that's not all – with other assets in broadcasting, production and more, there's a lot of potential here.
For one Seeking Alpha columnist, the collapse value of GHC shares could be $700 per share. The stock currently trades at about $450 per share today. It's a bit off the beaten path. But to get great value for the opportunity, sketch out Graham Holdings stock. HP (HPQ) Source: Shutterstock Sure,
personal computers and printers are not exactly a high-growth area when it comes to the technology industry. However, HPQ's stock this year has benefited from pandemic tailwinds. Why? It turns out that the stayed economy has increased the demand for notebooks. However, with stocks still
underperforming with Wall Street, there could be room for even more benefits with HP. Even after its impressive start recently, shares are still a cheap 8.9 times forward profit. Granted, investors are justified in discounting this year's strong results – they will probably be atypical. For example, for IDC
projects, the double-digit sales growth seen in notebooks this year should drop to 3.2% in 2021. They won't be as big as some of the other value stocks listed here, but computer sales are going steady as the pandemic continues. This means that there is a minimal risk of HP pulling back. Kroger (KR)
Source: Jonathan Weiss/Shutterstock.com The massive accumulation of hysteria that occurred in the early days of Covid-19 seems a million years ago now. But, there are still reasons to be excited about shares in food giant Kroger other than buy-up toilet paper and canned goods. Why is Kroger one of
the better value stocks out there? Of course, without the need to accumulate again this upcoming March, analysts expect earnings to fall for fiscal 2022 (the year ending Jan. But, with stock trading at 11.59 times the fiscal year 2022 earnings, it remains a reasonable estimate for this consumer of defensive
stocks. In addition, Kroger shares also offer a stable dividend yield of 2.31%. In addition, the company's average dividend growth per share has been 12% over the last five years. With a payout ratio of a super low of 17.6%, there's room for the food giant to reward shareholders with stable, dividend-
based profits. Also, as InvestorPlace contributor Will Ashworth pointed out on December 1st, Warren Buffett continues to devour up KR's stock. Last quarter, Berkshire Hathaway increased its position to 25 million shares. Now don't expect Kroger to go parabolic anytime soon. But if you want a reliable
return, consider inserting this food purveyor into your shopping cart. 3M (MMM) Source: Ken Wolter/Shutterstock.com Industrial Conglomerate 3M has largely recovered from the pandemic decline. However, there's still a good reason why this company is still one of the high quality value stocks you should
consider in your portfolio. This year, I called MMM stock a safe port, market uncertainty continues. Markets have recovered, but with growth stocks trading with unsustainable valuations, why not consider this reasonably priced name? Yes, an industrial conglomerate is not the cheapest stock out there.
But, trading at 18.12 times forward earnings, it's much cheaper than other industrial conglomerates such as Honeywell (NYSE: HON), which currently trades at 26.81 times forward profits. As I've previously discussed, 3M was having some issues before the outbreak of profit growth in the department. And
yes, earnings took a short hit during the worst days closed back in late spring and early summer. But – with earnings per share expected to climb to $9.47 by 2021 after years of being stuck between $7 and $8 – investors may start giving this name a much higher valuation. 7 Cheap Stocks to Buy Before
The Market Understands Being Worth With This In Mind, an increase of up to $200 per share doesn't look out of the question. Right now, the stock trades $173. So, for a stable and growing dividend yield of 3.39%, a reasonable estimate and a runway solid upside in the new year, check out MMM stocks.
Altria Group (MO) Source: Kristi Blokhin/Shutterstock.com this tobacco giant can be best known as a sin stock. But, you should consider Altria as one of the value stocks, too. With its low estimate (futures price profit of 9.0) and high dividends, this parent company maker of Marlboro cigarettes is one of
the cheapest large grave stocks out there. Of course, the Z generation tobacco use trends don't bode well for a house Marlboro built. But, there may be potential for low volatility growth for those who dive at today's prices. What am I thinking? For one, look at Altria's fat dividends. With an increase of 8%,
mo stocks are income investors dealing with today's nearly zero interest rate environment. True – with its payout approaching 80% – the air becomes thin when it comes to increasing these in the coming years. However, with profits set to continue climbing in the low single digits, there may still be a
chance to grow this cost in the coming years. And, as InvestorsPlace contributor Joel Baglole discussed November 20, the company's moves to non-combustible tobacco products — along with his investment in cannabis company Cronos (NASDAQ: CRON) — mean that it is making an effort to avoid
long-term non-compliance. Given that it is a controversial industry, MO stocks are not all cups of tea. But, for the reliable value of the stock, consider this name a solid buy. PPL Corporation (PPL) Source: Shutterstock PPL stocks are another name I've pointed out as one of the great ceding of value stocks
many times this year. As I put it back in August, consider this utility company as a name you can buy peace of mind. Why do I feel this way? Trading at 11.92 times the forward price-to-profit ratio, the PPL price is lower compared to its major competitors and has a high dividend yield to boot. This makes
this a forgotten utility stock of fantastic value play. And – while its KU unit is an area of concern – the company is in the process of selling this load capacity. After the sale, the PPL can refocus its focus on its more stable units in Kentucky and Pennsylvania. After selling off during the new coronavirus
crash, shares have held steady between $25 and $29 per share. But, with stocks still below pre-flare levels above $35 per share, there's room for solid gains in 2021. Snap-On (SNA) Source: RMC42/ShutterStock.com Like DaVita, Snap-On is another workaday value stock that quietly produces solid
returns for investors. This high-end toolmaker may have hit a snag when a pandemic first affected the U.S. economy. But, now in recovery mode and knocking it out of the park's quarterly earnings, the shares have more than bounced back on their pre-pandemic prices. However, despite doubling at march
lows, I believe there's more left in the tank with SNA stock. Yes, profit growth can be slow and stable with a high single digit with a low double digit. But, with a future price-to-profit ratio of 16.34, shares are cheap compared to similar names like Stanley Black &amp; Decker (NYSE: SWK), for example.
Add to its growing dividend yield now at 2.72%, and there's more reason it overlooks the average grave stocks are stealing today's prices. Of course, this choice of value stocks may not rally significantly higher come 2021. But if you are looking for a stable ar minimālu negatīvie, Snap-on Snap-on one of
the better companies to buy. AT&amp;amp;amp;AMP;&amp T (T) Source: Lester Balajadia/Shutterstock.com in my list the value of stocks is AT&amp;amp;; T. Unlike its biggest rival, Verizon (NYSE: VZ), this company has not been able to return to its pre-pandemic stock price. Currently it stuck in neutral,
trading between $25 and $30 per share since March. To some extent, this is not surprising. As InvestorsPlace contributor Bret Kenwell discussed December 7, a factor that is likely making many traders bearish about T stocks is its high debt position. The telecom giant took on billions in debt to fund its
acquisition of TimeWarner and DirecTV. Given its very leverage balance, it's no surprise many are expecting another shoe to drop. This means that the company could make a big move, such as reducing its dividend. However, given its lukewarm performance, you can argue Wall Street is already pricing
a lot of that risk into equities. 7 Cheap Stocks Ready big gains 2021 for today's prices, further downside is minimal compared to earnings - if the company exceeds investors' current low expectations. If its gamble with HBOMax pays off, dividends remain unchanged and AT&amp;amp;amp; T takes
aggressive action to reduce outstanding debt, expects this stock to head back to the previous price level of $35 per share and more. On the day of publication, Thomas Neal took a long place in mo collection. Thomas Niel, investorplace, has written a one-share analysis since 2016. More Of An
InvestorPlace Why Everyone Is Investing in a 5G All WRONG Top Stock Picker Reveals their next 1000% Winner Radical New Battery could dismantle Oil Markets Post 10 Reliable Value Stocks to buy in 2021 appeared first at InvestorPlace.Oracle Corporation (NYSE:ORCL) has joined the list of
technology companies that have their headquarters from California, Bloomberg has reported. What happened: The computer technology giant announced on Friday that it has moved its headquarters to Austin, Texas, from Silicon Valley. Oracle implements a more flexible employee workplace policy and
has changed its corporate headquarters from Redwood City, California, to Austin, Texas. We believe these moves the best position for Oracle's growth and give our employees more flexibility in terms of where and how they work, CNBC quoted a company representative. Oracle believes that a more
modern approach to work will improve the quality of life and access to work for employees. Other offices in locations including California, Massachusetts, Denver, Orlando, Seattle and Florida will continue to operate, according to Oracle's official filing. Why it matters: Tech companies, including automaker
Tesla Inc. (NASDAQ: TSLA) and technology pioneer HP Inc. (NYSE: HPQ), are fleeing from California amid a pandemic. This has turned into an absolute tidal wave, Texas Governor Greg Abbott said. seeking a country that gives them independence, autonomy and freedom to encircurate their course. He
emphasized the lower cost of doing business and less tax. I have been on the phone every week with drivers all over the country and it's not just California. We work across the board because covid times are exposed to a lot. They've been exposed... that you really don't have to be in Manhattan, for
example, to get involved in a marketing business or investment business. Price Action: Oracle shares were flat in the after-market trading session on Friday, down 0.017% to close at $60.60.See more of Benzing*Click here for options trades from Benzinga* U.S. Allow Deadline TikTok Deal To Lose, Talks
Continue (C) 2020 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. The SECURE Act raised the age of mandatory retirement plan distribution to 72. Now lawmakers are hoping to pass another bill to push the distribution even further until the age of 75. But don't look for
Congress to stop there. Elon Musk calls on his company to step into the gas to get production moving faster. What happened: In an email obtained by EV news site Electrek, Tesla Inc. (NASDAQ: TSLA) CEO says that current demand for its products exceeds production capacity, calling it a high-end
problem. In order to ensure that we have the best possible outcome and gain the confidence of customers and investors who have put their faith and hard earned money with us, we need to increase production for the rest of this quarter as much as possible, says the e-mail to employees. He also adds
that he would only send this kind of email if it really mattered. Why it matters: This is the second time Musk has addressed the company's employees this month. On December 1st, he spoke in an email about the importance of spending carefully, despite the stock reaching new highs. Tesla's founder said
that investors have faith in the company's future profits, adding that if at any time, they conclude that is not going to happen, our stocks will immediately get crushed as a souffle in a sledgehammer! He noted that profitability is very low at about 1% for the past year. Tesla aims to reach a record 500,000
vehicles as part of year-end targets. Price Action: Tesla shares closed at $609.99, down 2.72% on Friday. It traded 0.39% lower at $607.64 in the post-market session. Image: Photo shared by Elon Musk's Twitter pageSee from Benzinga * Click here for opportunities for trades from Benzinga * As Oracle
becomes the latest company to move to Texas, the governor says he has spoken to CEOs Across the Country * Buyers Of Tesla Shorts Still Waiting Delivery After 5 Months: Financial Times (C) 2020 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. Investor's Business
DaysWho is in 2021? Here is a list of GRWG stocks, Square, Micron and five other shares waiting up to 144% growth. If you take the cut on Wall Street these days, you're going to see a lot of investors oohing and ahhing over these tugging electric vehicle companies. Never mind that none of them keep
Tesla (NASDAQ: TSLA) making a profit; their stocks are built for speed. Then you have a legacy car like Ford (NYSE: F). Ford stocks deserve equal respect. But as investors treat it, you'd think it was Edsel or Pinto. Source: Jonathan Weiss/Shutterstock.com you take a more critical and mature look at
Ford's stock, you'll realize it's an EV investment type. While General Motors (NYSE: GM) wastes its time and reputation dealing with the disgraced likes of Nikola (NASDAQ: NKLA), Ford has advanced with two models proving its fragile in the burgeoning industry. Versions of their flagship models – the
Mustang and F-150 pickup – have gone electric with surprising results. (More on that soon.) And yet, Ford's stock needs a pair of sweater cables and someone to talk some sense to its detractors. Year after year it's even a very modest 5%. Compare that to Nikola's stock, up 78% despite the scandals
that forced founder Trevor Milton. Only in the world should this not happen. But in a funhouse mirror of speculative stock picking, investor adrenaline twists everything. The question is whether the House That Henry Ford Built can convince market mavens that it is building an assembly line in the future.
InvestorPlace - Stock Market News, Stock Advice &amp;amp; Trading Tips Ford Stock and Three-Quarters Climb While Ford's stock looks meh when measured for over 12 months since March it's my-oh-my.  The same novel coronavirus crash that penalized all investments by a big F down to $4.01 per
share on March 23. But since, upswing has tracked smoothly, with shares worth twice as much today as $9.45 per share. 8 Battery stocks that Electric Vehicle Companies Rely on Analysts have also revised their earnings per share forecasts for Ford's stock up 17 times in the last three months. Over the
past two quarters, Ford's earnings trounced Wall Street forecasts. However, analyst ratings either didn't get caught up or still stink cautiously. Thirteen companies call Ford's stock hold and four buy, adding up to a consensus hold rating. With all this comes the hope that Ford's stock will restore some or all
of its suspended dividends. The company was last broken that quarterly payout of 15 cents per share on March 2. The bustle (or lack thereof) of Ford's production lines affects this figure. With auto plants set to scale up to prepandemic levels, expectations are mounting. At least we know that much: More
ER will roll off where gas-powered cars and trucks once just ruled the varnish. about beloved brands and what kind of vehicles should they be? Acclaimed. On Nov. 10, the Green Car Journal named Ford's new Mustang Mach-E its 2021 Car of the Year, beating out the MINI Cooper SE, and Volkswagen
ID.4.  Ford's decision to build on the beloved Baby Boomer classic with forward-looking EV tech hits the bullseye. Increase their Ford stock? With all the right, it should be. As for tweaking the beloved brand in just the right way, Ford has unveiled a hybrid version of its F-150. In case you're not the kind of
person who signed up for the car and driver, the F-150 is a pickup truck that the New York Yankees had World Series titles in the 1940s and '50s. It has tops sales in 40-plus years and counting. Why mess with it, you might think? Well, the hybrid F-150 was the Green Car Journal's Truck of the Year.
Again, this is exactly where Ford is positioning itself: building on its heritage and stretching its technology rather than resting on its laurels. What remains to be seen, though, is how these vehicles will sell regardless of the awards – and in turn, the impact of Ford's stock. Reason Roll with it Recently I wrote
about how Pfizer (NYSE: PFE) has defied my expectations in a negative way. Although its new coronavirus vaccine is, oh, only first confirmed to fight the deadliest pandemic in more than a century, its stock is up less than 25 percent since November 1. Much smaller biopharmas with much less chance of
taking anything substance have fared far, much better. It reminds me of Ford's stock-Nikola stock dynamic. For better or worse, and I would say worse, Wall Street treats small businesses with a compelling narrative much better than larger ones in the same industry, even if the company-focused triumphs
don't cover this out. That's the only reason I can imagine to sideways Ford's stock. Nicole is a garbage case as far as I'm concerned. But a lot of speculators who back it anyway would laugh in my face as they laugh all the way to the bank. Nor is irrational abundance in its dark side. If the company doesn't
connote bragging rights, many investors will ignore it. Saying: I own a Tesla sounds much sexier than I own a Ford. However, Ford's stock is commodities. Herds that stink fomo and chase after ride-hailing losers and overhyped IPOs will find out this time, I think. I hope. Someone. Making money is a way
of turning heads. Once Ford's stock becomes thrust that the street cannot be ignored, it will attract its share of reformed lemmings. All it takes is a blockbuster quarterly report to bring the winning streak to three. Ford will release the results Feb. 2. Unless you want to recycle some might-should've
investment regret over and over a la Bill Murray Groundhog Day, I'd say get ahead of the curve and make an F share purchase. I'll see you in the winner's circle. Unless you see your First. On the day of publication Lou Carlozo took long positions in TSLA and PFE. More from InvestorPlace Why Everyone
Is Investing in 5G All WRONG Top Stock Picker reveals their next 1000% Winner Radical New Battery could dismantle the Oil Markets post Get Ready for Ford Stock to Gun its engines appeared first in InvestorPlace.The Chinese electric vehicle makers American depository receipts are swollen this year
in hopes of growth in china's electric vehicle market. All three companies now bid on perfection, and taking profits seems prudent. Buying the Investor's Business Daily Shares is easy, but buying the right stock without time tested strategies is incredibly difficult. So what are the best stocks to buy now or
put on a watchlist? Nearly half of all Americans who are still retired are worried that they won't have enough savings to live comfortably in retirement, and that fear is most common among obscure fighters, one of the five types of retirement savers identified in a new research paper. Thanks to the boom of
electric vehicles and Joe Biden, lithium stocks are explosive. For one, Joe Biden seems to want a lot more ER on the road. In fact, Biden's website noted: There are now one million electric vehicles on the road in the United States. However, the main obstacle to the further deployment of these greenhouse
gas reduction vehicles is the lack and coordination of charging stations at all levels of government. As president, Biden will work with our nation's leaders and mayors to support the placement of more than 500,000 new public paid outlets by 2030. InvestorPlace - Stock Market News, Stock Advice
&amp;amp; Trading Type Two, there is a significant demand for electric vehicles now – and possibly in the future. California Gov. Gavin Newsom, for example, has just signed an executive order banning the sale of gasoline-powered passenger cars in the state starting in 2035. Three, forty percent of the
company's U.S. records will be battery electric vehicles by the end of 2025. Barra also announced an increase in GM's financial commitment to EVs and AVs today of $27 billion by 2025 - up from $20 billion planned before the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, according to General Motors Chairman and
CEO Mary Barra. However, for any of this to happen, the world must have a lot more lithium supply. Over the next four years, demand is expected to more than double due to the production of EV battery gear up to high growth, as reported by Creamer Media's Mining Weekly. 8 Battery Stocks That
Electric Vehicle Companies rely on, it is said, here are three of the top lithium stocks to consider: Global X Lithium &amp;amp; Battery Technology ETF (NYSEARCA: LIT) Albemarle Corp. (NYSE: ALB) Lithium Americas Corp. (NYSE: LAC Lithium Stocks: Global X Lithium &amp; Technology ETF (LIT)
Avots: Shutterstock Viens no no the best ways to diversify your EV portfolio are with etfs like LIT. Global X Lithium &amp;amp; Battery Tech ETF invests in a full lithium cycle, from mining and refining metal through battery production, says Global X. It not only gives investors exposure to lithium and
battery stocks such as Albemarle Corp., LG Chem, Samsung, Tesla (NASDAQ:TSLA), BYD Co. (OTCMKTS:BYDDF) and Panasonic Corp. (OTCMKTS:PCRFY), this is done at a lower cost. For example, if you were to buy 10 shares each on a stock exchange, it would cost thousands of dollars. But with
this ETF you can get exposure for only $54.50 a share. Albemarle Corp. (ALB) Source: IgorGolovniov/Shutterstock.com Last time I weighed in on Albemarle, I noted it could run up to $100 in the near future, given the likelihood of more demand. But ALB did better than that, driving to a recent high of
$140.84 a share. From here, I'm sure it could run up to $180. The lithium market could benefit from Joe Biden's victory, noted Albemarle Corp. CEO Kent Masters, as quoted by Bloomberg. There are incentives and emphasis that are placed on electrification and er around it. So the market side would be
more favorable to Biden. Lithium Americas Corp. (LAC) Source: Pixel Enforcer/ShutterStock.com Lithium Americas Corp. operates as a resource company in the United States, with interests in the Cauchari-Olaroz project in Jujuy province of Argentina and owns a 100% interest in the Thacker Pass
lithium project in northwest Nevada. When I last mentioned LAC on July 21, I said it could take up to $10 soon. It's now up to $10.40 and could easily run higher with lithium demand surging. For help, the company just got final approval for its Nevada lithium project, with full federal approval expected in
early 2021. Plus, according to Reuters, Lithium Americas has said it plans to spend $400 million in the first phase of its Thacker Pass project with a production of 20,000 tons of lithium per year. The mines are expected to open by 2023. Ian Cooper, InvestorPlace.com a former contributor, has been
analysing stocks and opportunities on the web of advisers since 1999. From that writing, Ian Cooper did not covet any of the securities mentioned above. More from InvestorPlace Why Everyone's Investment in a 5G All WRONG Top Stock Picker reveals your next 1,000% Winner radical new battery could
dismantle oil markets Post 3 Lithium Stocks Getting Boost from biden presidency appeared first in The InvestorPlace.When the markets dive, your retirement savings could drop along. Here is a four-step plan to beat the bear. The world can remember 2020, because a pandemic will tear up a normal life.
But for many U.S. commercial real estate owners, big problems aren't even Yet Investor's Business DailySolarEdge, Twilio, Innovative Industrial Properties, EXP World and AMD are the top five stocks to watch heading into the end of a wild 2020.After a recent spike in the upside over the past seven days,
both gold and silver have turned negative again and could be headed back to their recent low point reached early on the day of Monday, November 30th. 30. On 30 December 2011,
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